
 
 
Booth Display 
Setup:  
 -Find credential booth and pick up credentials for the support staff and talent  
 -Locate the booth and check that the pallet has been delivered  
  -If the pallet has not been delivered, contact the event coordinator to set up delivery  
 -Unpack the pallet and continue with the set up  
  -This includes: 
   -Skirting tables 
   -Setting back drop  
   -Setting up displays (boat/skinny tower/Phil cutout)  
   -Situating sample boxes, demo bins, etc. behind back drop and underneath  
   tables  
   -Test Electronics  
    -USB works with TV (functioning loop) 
    -Bluetooth  
    -Test the signal for social phone (uploading photos) 
    -MiFi  
 -Contact the talent lead and fill them in on parking, how/where you will hand off credentials  
 (this will vary) and how to get to the booth  
 -Save the pallet if there is space in the footprint 
  -If not, pallets are available in shipping and receiving   
  (nothing worse than scrambling to find a pallet at the end of a long activation!)  
 
Activation:  
 -Allow enough time for travel/setup time before event starts 
 -Full booth set up  
 -Train Brand Ambassadors  
 -Rock and Roll!  
 -Collect content for Social  
 -Everything needs to go underneath tables and or hidden at the end of every day  
 
Pack up: 
 -Find administration office and set up BOL (bill of lading)  
  -Depending on the show you will either use the onsite company or we will use    
  J&M (our inhouse freight shipping)  
  -Use the information from the inbound BOL to fill out outbound BOL  
 -Condense everything back into bins/cases  
 -Situate everything onto the pallet to be compact and nothing hanging over the edges   
  -Shrink wrap pallet (make it tight!) 
  -Slip the labels and or copies of BOL underneath shrink wrap and one final copy on top   
  of packed pallet  
 -Condense all trash into one pile (cardboard/trashbags/etc)  
 -Organize any rented equipment in a clean fashion (TV/chairs/tables/etc)   
 -Email Nikki with SJL to give feedback about the talent from the event  
  
  



 
 
Nascar  
Set up: 
 -Contact the event coordinator to pick up credentials (admission/parking/golf cart)  
  -Every race has a new golf cart credential that can be placed over the pre-existing   
  stickers 
  -Also, make sure the contractors have received the text from Nascar. This is the only way  
  to obtain a ticket into the garage and pits.  
 -Locate the truck/trailer and inspect everything for set up the following day  
  -This includes: 
   -check gas in generator  
   -grab gas cans and fill up for the activation if needed  
   -make sure everything can open fully and the set up fits in the footprint  
    -contact event coordinator if anything needs adjusted 
   -check if samples have been delivered  
    -if not find shipping and receiving to set up delivery 
     -pallets should be placed behind trailer, out of sight  
 -Contact JDM  to set up driver signings 
  -We might not have a car in the race but we can still host a driver signing 
 -Contact the talent lead to inform where to: 
  -meet to hand off credentials 
  -where to park  
  -where to find truck/trailer  
  -any other valuable info 
 -Stock up on snacks and drinks for the event 
 
Activation: 
 -Allow enough time for breakfast/travel/set up  
 -Set up truck and trailer (this will vary depending on the trailer)  
 -Train Brand Ambassadors  
 -Rock and Roll!  
 -Collect content for Social  
 -Pick up driver prior to signings with enough time 
 -Take notes of everything that comes to mind!   
  -Writing down issues, thoughts, and ideas are always better in the moment   
 -Pack up everything at the end of the day except for the boat/boats and golf carts  
  -Set up crowd controls around the boat, up against the trailer  
  -Lock the golf cart with bike lock  
  -Boat sign should always come off when leaving it overnight  
  
Pack up: 
 -Break down can start when the race begins  
  -This will vary day to day so be mindful of the race schedule  
 -Load out will vary depending on the trailer  
 -Make sure all trash is collected and our footprint is left as clean as possible  
 -Email Nikki with SJL and provide any feedback (good or bad) about the talent  
 



 
 
NHRA 
Set up: 
 -Pick up credentials at the Mellow Yellow credential booth (generally near the entrance)  
  -credentials include tickets inside and parking passes  
  -NHRA allows one golf cart credential for the year 
   -make sure to grab this if it’s the first NHRA activation of the year  
 -Find the truck/trailer and inspect everything for set up the following day  
  -This includes: 
   -check gas in generator  
   -grab gas cans and fill up for the activation if needed  
   -make sure everything can open fully and the set-up fits in the footprint  
   -contact event coordinator if anything needs adjusted 
   -see what needs replenished for snacks and drinks  
 -Locate Shipping and Receiving and ask for Rick  
  -arrange a delivery to the booth:  
  -delivery will need to be paid for with credit card  
  -Rick might need directions to the booth   
  -have the pallets dropped in a hidden location (opposite side of set up)  
 -Contact the talent lead to inform where to: 
  -meet to hand off credentials 
  -where to park  
  -where to find truck/trailer  
  -any other valuable info  
 -Stock up on snacks and drinks for the event 
 
Activation: 
 -Allow enough time for breakfast/travel/set up  
  -Set up on time! (NHRA are sticklers even if it’s a half hour difference)   
 -Set up truck and trailer (this will vary depending on the trailer)  
 -Train Brand Ambassadors  
 -Rock and Roll!  
 -Make sure to capture content for Social  
 -Take notes of everything that comes to mind!   
  -Writing down issues, thoughts, and ideas are always better in the moment  
 -Pack up everything at the end of the day except for the boats and golf carts  
  -Set up crowd controls around the boat, up against the trailer  
  -Lock the golf cart with bike lock  
  -Boat sign should always come off when leaving it overnight  
 
Pack up:  
 -Break down can start at the beginning of the Nitro Circuit Finals  
  -This will vary day to day so be mindful of the race schedule  
 -Load out will vary depending on the trailer  
 -Make sure all trash is collected and our footprint is left as clean as possible  
 -Email Nikki with SJL and provide any feedback (good or bad) about the talent    

 



 
 
Air Show 

Set up:  
 -Pick up credentials when you check in the team  
 -Find the truck/trailer and inspect everything for set up the following day  
  -This includes: 
   -check gas in generator  
   -grab gas cans and fill up for the activation if needed  
   -make sure everything can open fully and the set-up fits in the footprint  
   -contact event coordinator if anything needs adjusted 
   -see what needs replenished for snacks and drinks  
 -Shipping and Receiving generally don’t exist at these events but you might need to be present when 
 the freight arrives with the pallets  
   -this can vary airshow to airshow, and also depends on travel  
 -No golf cart credentials needed 
  -Sometimes not allowed to use a golf cart, check before using  
 -Contact the talent lead to inform where to: 
  -meet to hand off credentials 
  -where to park  
  -where to find truck/trailer  
  -any other valuable info  
 -Stock up on snacks and drinks for the event 
 
Activation: 
 -Allow enough time for breakfast/travel/set up  
  -Set up on time!  
 -Set up truck and trailer (this will vary depending on the trailer)  
 -Train models  
 -Rock and Roll!  
 -Make sure to capture content for Social  
 -Take notes of everything that comes to mind!   
  -Writing down issues, thoughts, and ideas are always better in the moment  
 -Pack up everything at the end of the day except for the boats and golf carts  
  -Set up crowd controls around the boat, up against the trailer  
  -Lock the golf cart with bike lock  
  -Boat sign should always come off when leaving it overnight  
 
 Pack up: 
 -Break down will vary depending on the crowd after the end of the airshow  
   -This depends on the location but feel it out  
 -Load out will vary depending on the trailer  
 -Make sure all trash is collected and our footprint is left as clean as possible  
  -Airshows don’t provide trash pick-up but they do have general trash collection  
 -Email Nikki with SJL and provide any feedback  
 
 
   


